
Product Details:
Model name: Salon chain super quality electric hair styling iron F228
Temp. display: Digital readout
Shell material: PET injection
Auto shut-off: 60 minutes auto shut-off
Power: 35W to 110W
Package: Magnetic box
Technical label: Silk screen printing
Wire label: High temperature sticker on wire
Warranty: 2 years warranty for PTC heaters
Carton: 20pcs /CTN
MOQ: 1-100,000pcs
Delivery: 15 - 30 days

 
 
Catalogue products of F228:
Professional 3 in 1 hair straightener with high quality PTC heater system, we made this product with variable
heat setting, digital readout, suitable for all kinds of hair.

More details about the replaceable plate 3 in 1 hair styling iron:
FBT designed this product is for professional salon usage, also it can be home used. One set of product include
three kind of plate: flat plate, corn plate, wave plate, and the plate can be changed with a very easy operation
anytime and anywhere without tools help, this is one of the easy-to-use hair styling iron.



Logo me, high end hair flat iron 3 pcs plate with magnetic box:
For this product, we can customized logo if the quantity reached 1,000pcs, and customized the box design
according to your demands. This product is hot selling in North America up to now because of the good
function and useful technology.



Marketing selling points of professional F228:
* 3 in 1 hair styling iron, easy to use and simply replace plate operation
* PTC heater with safety heating protection for styling
* Stabilized working temperature when styling
* Fast temperature speed up, styling anytime and any style
* Wide plate to cut your styling time
* Reasonable structure comfortable handle

Package and delivery:

Package details:

* Gift box package
* Size of GB: 37 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 20pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W.: 15.0KGS
* N.W.: 9.0KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21,000pcs

Express:  Small quantity by air, large quantity by sea

How to use it:
For wide hair flat iron, we use it to make straight hair, wash hair and blow dry it, then brush your
hair smooth and nice, get ready to style.
Then, chose one small section of your hair, clip it via hair flat iron from the roots to tips, and get it
down slowly, if the hair is not straight enough, you could repeat above action until you think the
straight reached your expectation.

For corn plate and wave plate, we usually use the two plate styling the perm hair. Also, wash, dry
and brush your hair nice and smooth is the first step.
Then clip a small section of hair from the roots, wait for a seconds, and then release them, and clip
the same section the following position.

You may also interested in:



Salon use classical hair flat iron professional styling tools F178C, FBT designed it for salon styling,
with excellent function and classical outlook, which is very welcome by our client, this product is
also hot selling porduct now.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Salon-use-classical-hair-flat-iron-professional-styling-tools-F178C.html#.WAc_j-yECP0

